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Abstract: Clock Tree Optimization for Multi Corner Multi 

Mode Timing closure is done with Integrated Clock Gating cells. 
It is power efficient clock tree technique because, it will reduce the 
switching power usage of clock. It is implemented using integrated 
clock Gating cells for reducing the switching power caused by 
clock propagation in the design during Clock Tree Synthesis. The 
multi mode and multi corner uses integrated clock gating cells to 
achieve timing and these cells will reduce dynamic power .This 
technique can be applied to industrial Digital Intellectual 
Property(DIP). The cells used in the design are fabricated by 
using 22nm FDSOI process and these cells used as clock pins by 
Automatic Root Clock Pin (ARCP) in Clock Specification file 
during clock tree synthesis along with proposed flows  for 
reducing buffer count. The result shows that the number of 
buffers added in the each stage is reduced by the proposed flow 
and also we achieve the timing, power and area.  In this paper, by 
using clock tree optimization technique the clock power 
dissipation in the chip is reduced by Integrated clock gating cells. 

Keywords: ARCP (Automatic Root Clock Pin) ,Clock Gating 
(CG), Clock Tree synthesis, ECO (Engineering Change Order), 
FDSOI (Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator) , Macro Model, 
MCMM (Multi Corner and Multi Mode).  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Today's mobile market demands the low power system on 
chips (SoC’s) for portable devices, where the main energy 

source is battery. The major portion of the power is 
consumed in the SoC is the clock power, as it operates at 
very high frequency and also the generation of such a high 
frequency requires more number of flip flops and buffers 
tends to more complex SoC. In earlier technologies, the area 
and timing are the two important parameters in the design of 
an integrated circuit. Now a day's most sophisticated tools 
came into the market which drastically reduces the area and 
timing constraints, at the same time the present IC industry 
demands low power devices with negligible leakage currents 
at low clock frequencies,  
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but the device densities and operating clock frequencies have 
increased rapidly in CMOS devices, which leads to the 
increase in the power consumption drastically.  
At the same time, supply voltages of the transistors and 
threshold voltages of the transistors have been reduced, 
because the leakage current becomes a significant and major 
problem. As a result, power has  
become as important as timing or area. In order to meet the 
requirements, the clock buffers and normal buffers are 
increased by its count.Most of the commercial tools in the 
market are tried to avoid the setup and hold violations but it 
will add more buffers as a result of increased power 
consumption in the block level or chip level.The MBFFs was 
first proposed in [1], which has four stages in the design flow 
such as logic synthesis, pre-placement, in placement and 
post placements, but it is having a disadvantage of grouping 
single bit inputs before the floor planning stage.  In [2, 3] cell 
libraries are  Created and can be utilized during logic 
synthesis but suffers from worst timing and delay. To avoid 
the timing and delay budgets MBFFs are generated after the 
post-placement stage [4-7] and in [8] MBFFs are created in 
placement iteration rather than at the post-placement stage. 
The above approach does not consider clock tree topologies 
during flip-flop merging, which may result in longer 
latency/delay of the clock network [9]. Clock tree latency is 
an important factor in addition to other metrics [10-11]. The 
clock tree latency is especially important as the technology 
scales down to nanometers. Different works are proposed in 
the recent past to minimize the latency of clock network and 
power consumption [12, 13] and in [14], five different clock 
tree flows are proposed. It requires more number of buffers 
to avoid the timing violations which leads to the power 
consumption and also the density in the design is also more. 

II. FDSOI (FULLY DEPLETED SILICON ON 

INSULATOR) 
 

Over the past few decades, the transistor size has shrunk 
below a few tens of nano meters (nm), the effort has 
increased the challenges for every new generation of 
technology. This significant change in transistor size causes 
leakage current, which increases the power consumption in a 
proportionate manner in standard bulk CMOS process. In 
order to deliver higher performance keeping the leakages 
under control, a Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator 
(FD-SOI) technology was proposed by Global Foundries. 
FDSOI is a planar process with reduced silicon geometries 
compared to CMOS process.  
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This technology based upon two ultra thin buried oxide, 
which is positioned on a thin silicon substrate. Due to the 
thin film silicon structure, there is no need to dope the 
channel, thus making the transistor “fully depleted". In the 

Fig.1 (a) the conventional CMOS device and in the Fig.1 (b) 
the fully depleted (FD) 2D SOI wafer is shown. In this paper, 
clock tree optimization technique is implemented in 22nm 
FDSOI technology, as it is having an advantage of low 
leakage currents. 

 
Fig.1(a) conventional CMOS 

 
Fig:1(b)  FDSOI device 

 
III. CLOCK TREE SYNTHESIS 

- 

Clock tree synthesis plays a major role in physical design. 
Once the placement is done, the clock tree is propagated in 
entire layout based on SDC (Synopsis Design Constraints). 
To perform the clock tree synthesis placement database and 
clock tree specification file is very much essential in SDC. 
The specification file contains the clock information, 
excluded and global excluded pins. It also contains clock tree 
information like clock routing layers and Non Default Rules 
(NDR). The clock is very sensitive in nature, and it will 
continuously change its states so the cross talk may come 
into picture. In order to avoid these violations, NDR for 
these clock routings should be the double width and double 
spacing.The conventional flow of design approach is 
followed as shown in Fig.2, which will add more number of 
buffers to avoid the timing violations which lead to the more 
power consumption and density in the design. In block level, 
setup and hold timing in both modes i.e., functional mode 
and scan mode are achieved [14]. The density must be under 
control, because at block level the timing violations may not 
present but, when it comes to the chip level there is a less 
chance of timing clean in all corners. So, to meet the timing 
clean at the chip level, the top level timing ECO's are 
implemented. For implementing top level ECO's buffers are 
inserted or resizing or adding of delay cells based on the 
slack. The suggested modifications must be incorporated in 
the block level database and again rerouting is done. In the 
proposed design, all the design rule violations parameters  
such as Max transition, Max capacitance and Max fan-out 
are checked at all corners like, slow-slow(ss), 
typical–typical(tt) and fast-fast(ff) corners with 0.72V, 0.8V 
and 0.88V respectively. Even after implementing these 
modifications, if the timing requirements are not met for 

achieving the required constraints a modified is suggested as 
shown in Fig.3. 

In conventional Flow (FLOW1), it will add buffers during 
optimizations of APR Flow like Place, CTS and Route 
Optimization to meet the timing. (i.e., setup time and hold 
time in all scenarios). Scenario is combination of Multi Mode 
and Multi corner.  

 
While coming to, lower node (i.e., lower nano meter 

technologies) the main aspects like Area, power and time will 
play a major role. We can clean the timing with FLOW1, but 
it won’t reduce Power and Area. 

                                                                                                       

 
 

   Fig.2 Conventional Flow (FLOW1) 
In order to reduce Power and Area occupied by the 

standard cells in the design, we need to implement 
optimization techniques like FLOW2, FLOW3, FLOW4 and 
FLOW5 (Proposed Flow). By these flows, we can reduce the 
buffer count indirectly which helps to reduce power and Area 
Consumption in the design.These flows help to achieve better 
optimization in lower node technologies, mainly for Timing, 
Power and Area of the Chip.   
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Fig.3 Design flow is updated with Incremental Placement 

(FLOW2) 
 

Clock Gating:  Clock gating shown in Fig. 4 uses data path 
signals to inhibit or permit clock edges to propagate from a 
clock source to clock sinks. The clock arrival time at a clock 
gating cell is unknown prior to CTS and this arrival time 
determines the required time for the data path control signal 
to reach the clock gating cell enable input. Therefore, the 
setup slack at a clock gating enable input is hard to predict 
pre CTS. In addition, clock gating cells have an earlier clock 
arrival time than regular sinks. Therefore, often timing is 
critical. Typically, the fan-in registers controlling clock 
gating may need to have an earlier clock arrival time than 
regular sinks in order to avoid a clock gating slack violation 
–which means the fan-in registers need to be skewed early. 

 
 

Fig. 4 Clock Gating Cell 
 
 
 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ALWAYS ON (AON) 
 

Always-on domain shown in Fig.5, enriched with an analog 
comparator to generate wake-up events from an analog 
signal, 2KB SRAM in retention at 0.6V(lowest retention 
voltage). This Always-on power domain has an independent 
supply from the rest of SoC with its dedicated LDO. The 
memory has two possible supply sources depending on its 
power mode. Low drop out regulators (LDOs) are a simple 
inexpensive way to regulate an output voltage that is 
powered from a higher voltage input. Retention registers or 
memories are used to hold data or register states before a 
power down. Retention registers are always on, even in the 
power down mode. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Block Diagram of Always in Block (AON) 

 

Q 
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Fig.6 Flow is updated with buffer insertion in CTS stage     

(FLOW3) 
In Fig. 7, a macro model is a block that has been clock tree 
synthesized, so that the delays are identified. All macro 
model statements must be specified in the top lines of the 
clock tree specification file. The experimental results are 
shown in Table. I to III. There are two ways to set the Macro 
Model pin properties inside Encounter. 
(1) Cell/Port delay specification that has all the 
instantiations of cells have the same pin delay. The syntax 
of the macro model is “Macro Model port cell Name/port 
Name max Rise Delay min Rise Delay max Fall Delay min 
Fall Delay input Cap”, Eg. Macro Model port 
spram288x65/clk -5ns -4.5ns -5ns -4.5ns 10ff. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

V. MACRO MODEL 
 

 
 
 

Fig.7 Flow is updated with Macro model in specification 
file in CTS stage (FLOW4) 

 
 (2) Pin instance delay specification that can supersede a 
Cell/Port delay, the syntax of the macro model is “Macro 
Model pin leaf Pin Name max Rise Delay min Rise Delay 
max Fall Delay min Fall Delay input Cap”, Eg. Macro 
Model pin mem_core/clk 20ps 18ps 20ps 18ps 28ff. 

 
VI. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

The experiments are performed to get timing clean in all 
corners in functional and scan mode with density under 
control and buffers added in each stage are reduced. The 
Fig.3 to Fig. 8, are different experiments implemented on 
Always on Block. 
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 Fig .5 shown above tells us, in each and every flow the 
number of buffers added in the design is gradually 
decreased, along with timing clean in all corners. In each 
stage there is a need to check the power bump. If it is more, 
then it is checked, whether it is expected are not and then 
only it will move into further stages. Power dissipation of 
each cell will accumulate and especially, the number of 
clock buffers added in the design is also an important factor, 
because compared to normal buffer the clock buffer will 
exhibits more power and those are added in CTS stage. So, it 
is made sure that the count of clock buffers is controllable 
and acceptable.The CTS Stage, Plays a major role in the PnR 
(Place and Route) flow, the clock power will leads to major 
power consumption in the design. The frequent switching of 
the clock will cause the power consumption, so the clock 
buffer exhibits the more drop compare to normal buffers. 
The *duty cycle of the clock buffers will be 50%.The ON 
and OFF times of clock buffers will be same. These are 
specially designed for the CTS stage. Compare to normal flip 
flop the Clock Buffers offer more delay.   

 

VII. ENGINEERING CHANGE ORDER (ECO) 
 

Engineering Change Order (ECO) [8] is the process of 
changing the PNR net list, in order to meet the timing 
requirements. (i.e. setup time, hold time, data transition, 
clock transition and max capacitance) For e.g. if there is 
a setup violation in the design, it implies that a 
combinational path has large delay than required. In this 
case, you need to reduce the delay by upsizing cell, which 
reduces resistance, in turn, reduces RC [9] delay of the path.    
Setup Time = (T_clk + T_cap – T_setup – T_uncertainty) – 
(T_launch + T_cq + T _combi) 
Hold Time= (T_launch + T _cq + T _combi) – (T _cap +T_ 
hold + T _uncertainty) 

T_clk Clock Period 
T_cap Capture Time 
T_setup  Setup Time 
T_Hold Hold Time 
T_uncertainty  Uncertainty Value  
T_Launch  Launch Time 
T_cq Clock to Q Delay 
T_combi  Combination Delay or Data path Delay 
In other words, 
Setup time = RT-AT  
Hold time = AT-RT 
AT Arrival Time 
RTRequired Time 
 
 
 

 
  

 
Fig. 8 Clock tree is dividing based on logic depth and 

makes it as ARCP (Automatic Root Clock Pin) and these 
are updated in clock specification file (FLOW5) 
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VIII. TIMING ANALYSIS IN 
THE DESIGN 

 

Ideally timing clean means setup and hold values in all 
modes should become zero. It is achieved by, 
1. Fixing setup: We have two chances, increasing the 
clock path delay or reducing the data path delay, without 
increasing the clock period to zero along with fixing hold by 
adding buffers to the data path or adding clock buffers to the 
launch path in clock to make it zero. If it is not fixed then, 
we will increase clock period which lowers the frequency to 
fix setup which ideally gives margin to hold. Mostly, we 
will not prefer to use this method, but it is the last option for 
timing clean. Timing clean is setup and hold. In DRV clock 
transitions, data transitions, SI glitch and pulse width all 
should be zero. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9 Timing Paths In Design 
 Path 1:Input pin or Input port to 

Register (flip-flop) , 
 Path 2 : Register to Register 
 Path 3 : Register to output Pin/output 

Port 
 Path 4 : Input Pin/Input Port to output 

Pin /output Port 
         While fixing any setup/hold/DRV (Design Rule 
Violations), which has worst slack (highest Negative slack), 
is called Worst Negative Slack (WNS). Summation of all 
negative slacks while fixing setup /hold is called as Total 
Negative Slack (TNS). 

Design Rule Violations max capacitance, clock 
transitions, data transitions, SI glitch, pulse width and fan 
out should be optimal with the desired design requirements. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Timing path for Register to Register 
  Here,    

 UFF0  Launch path Flip Flop 
 UFF1 capture path Flip Flop 
 Data path  combination delay 

between UFF0 and UFF1. 
 
 

 

 Start point for this data path is UFF0/CK and end point 
is UFF1/D. 

 All should be cleaned/ optimized with respect to AOCV 
(Advanced On chip Variations) libraries before it is OCV 
(On Chip Variations) libraries in STA. Variation of 
fabrication parameters used in applying an integrated 
circuit design to a semiconductor wafer. These corners are 
dependent on FEOL (Front End of Line), BEOL (Back End 
OF Line) and FEOL can be achieved by the processes TT 
(Typical-Typical), FF (Fast-Fast) and SS (Slow-slow) and 
FS (Fast-Slow) & SF (Slow-Fast), but we don’t consider 

these two because of skewed. BEOL are due to on chip 
variations and we will fix the timing in these corners, 
RCBEST and RCWORST. 
Advantages are dependent on customer requirements, right 
now functional modes are used for better performance, 
power and optimization. Scan modes are used to check the 
register working by testing with lower frequencies 

   We will mainly focus in Register to Register timing paths 
in our design like Input pin to output pin, Input Port to 
Register, and Register to output port depending on the 
design requirements. These paths have the flexibility, we 
can fix these paths in top level or flattened level, but 
Register to Register need to fix in all corners for setup and 
hold in Scan mode and Functional mode. 

    Register to register path, Worst Negative Slack (WNS) 
and Total Negative Slacks (TNS) in functional and scan 
modes for setup and hold is updated in below tables. Refer 
Table 1 for setup time values and DRV’s and Table 2 for 

Hold time values. 
 

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In the experimental results, mainly five flows are 
compared in functional mode and scan mode and WNS, TNS 
and violating paths in each stage is mentioned in the below 
tables.  
TABLE I represents the setup time values and DRVs in each 
flow and it is observed that the proposed flow (FLOW 5) 
gives the better values. 
Flow 1: Conventional Flow 
Flow 2: Design flow is updated with Incremental 
Placement 
Flow 3: Flow is updated with buffer insertion in 
CTS stage 
Flow 4: Flow is updated with Macro model in 
specification file in CTS stage 
Flow 5: Clock tree is dividing based on logic 
depth and makes it as ARCP (Automatic Root 
Clock Pin) and these are updated in clock 
specification file. 
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TABLE I: comparison between Worst Negative Slack (WNS), Total Negative Slack and DRV’s for five Design Flows 

(Setup Slack) 
 

 
The Table III shows the different stages of physical design 

cycle for different flows from conventional flow (Flow1) to 
the proposed flow (Flow5).From the results shown in Table 
III, It is observed that the Proposed method having very low 
dynamic power of 3 mW,  which shows 30% reduction. 

 

Fig.11 shows the buffer count and DRC violations for 
different stages of physical design cycle. From the figure, it 
is observed that Flow 5 having 47% reduction in buffer 
count in the placement stage, and In CTS stage, 38% 
reduction of buffer count and especially CK Buffers are 
reduced by 41% and at the same time, caliber DRC count is 
almost 43.7% reduction in DRC violations when compared 
to conventional flows. 
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TABLE II: Comparison between worst Negative Slack (WNS), Total Negative Slack for five Design Flows 

(Hold Slack) and VP (Number of Violating Paths) 

 
TABLE III: Buffer count in each stage in five Design flows 

 

  

Fig. 11.Buffer and DRC Count in each stage with 5 design Flows  
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X. CONCLUSION 
 

In this Paper, the clock network optimization is done by 
the Integrated clock gating cells and clock tree 
optimization through ARCP and Flows. These methods 
significantly reduces the buffer count in each stage along 
with Signal Net Routes.The proposed method is very 
efficent in reducing  Power,Area and Timng.It is efficient 
in reduction of Dynamic Power and helps to reduce the 
timing ECO’s  [Engineering Change Order] for timing 
closure.The design is signoff in all scenarios, which are 
required for the better implementation of the design. 
Design is closed in block level as well as chip level. 
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